Student Achievers - Senior Secondary Section.
TOS is proud to share the achievements of the following students from the senior secondary
section and wishes Akshay Shanbag, Mridula Grandhi, Parnika Pitale and Rhea Sawant a very
bright future .

Congratulations Akshay!!

It’s a proud moment for The Orchid School to inform that Akshay Shanbhag of standard XII A
got selected for Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana(KVPY) Fellowship with All India Rank 2. The
Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KVPY) is an on-going National Program of Fellowship in
Basic Sciences, initiated and funded by the Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India, to attract exceptionally highly motivated students for pursuing basic
science courses and research career in science.

Congratulations Parnika!!

Parnika Pitale of Class XII A is been selected for the National Selection Camp for the World
Schools Debating Championship (WSDC). WSDC takes place every year in a different country,
hosted by a national debating body. The best young minds from over fifty countries meet to
debate every year and discuss issues around the world. A team of about 10 students from India
will be participating in the WSDC 2017 based on their performance in the National Selection
Camp. Our student Parnika, has been selected for the All India camp where she will be
mentored and guided by experts and will be competing with about 40-45 students from all over
India. Parnika is really excited about this opportunity and attributes her success to her mentor
and teacher Sharbani Moitra. Team TOS wishes Parnika the very best and looks forward to her
being part of the National team at WSDC.

Congratulations Mridula!!
Our young aspiring children who currently wrote their 12th board have been appearing for
various entrance exams in their chosen career stream. One of our students Mridula Grandhi of
batch 2016-2017 who aspires to take up a career in Design, cleared the Entrance exam for
BFTech(Bachelor of Fashion Technology) conducted by the National Institute of Fashion
Technology(NIFT) with an all India Rank 8. Here’s wishing Mridula a bright career in Fashion
Technology.

Congratulations Rhea!!

Rhea Sawant of Class XII along with Pradyumna Nanekar from Class XII has been chosen as The
Orchid School Campus Ambassador by the Pune Model United Nations Circuit for the Indian
International MUN which is going to take place in the city. As Pradyumna is participating in the
Sweden Exchange Program around the same time, unfortunately, he won’t be able to be part of
the MUN event. Rhea will be heading a team of 15-20 students participating in the event. Only
a few major schools qualify to participate in this International Event and TOS is proud to be a
part of it.

